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Administrative Boundaries FIT 
Planning Workgroup 
 
 

Meeting Date: March 4, 2014 
Time:   10am-noon 
Location:  ODOT at Mill Creek, Salem 
 
Attendees: Robert Mansolillo, DLCD  Gail Ewart, DLCD 
  Bill Clingman, LCOG*   Alex Bettinardi, ODOT 
  Ryan McKinnis, ODOT  Chad Crockett, ODOT/FIT Chair 
  Bob DenOuden, DAS/GEO     
       *via phone 
 
Gail convened Meeting 9 of the Planning Workgroup, and we introduced ourselves. There were no 
additions or changes suggested to the draft agenda, so we will use the draft agenda as is. 
 
Using Zoning for modeling transportation growth 
Alex and Ryan shared a preliminary comparison of the new zoning Framework to the old data 
used previously in SWIM. In order to do that, they translated the statewide classes to match 
with the old classes used in the model previously. They compared areas and zoning changes. 
The first map showed some continuity but also evidence of more complete mapping in the new 
zoning data set. The change of zones map was substantially different and more refined using 
the new zoning Framework, even though it isn’t complete across the state. 
 
ODOT will proceed with the actual modeling and share the results with us at the next meeting 
which would be in about six weeks. Ryan can use that as the initial input for the model. Gail 
has initiated the second wave of outreach with regional reps. Robert will continue to support 
that and add data when the crosswalks are completed. Thus far, no one has asked for data 
development funding or assistance. Dave Snader, GEO, is still available to help Grant Young 
with outreach to eastern Oregon communities. The new comment period is running for the 
revised zoning extension to standard. 
 Action:  Alex and Ryan will report on modeling results using the new data at our next 
meeting. Gail will contact Dave Snader. Robert will provide Chad with zoning geodatabase for 
enterprise deployment at ODOT. Bob D will sync the link on the FIT page to the current 
version of the Zoning Extension to Standard. Gail will virtually introduce Robert to Dave S in 
Bend. 
 
Standards Forum 
Gail briefly summarized the comments gathered on the zoning extension to standard after her 
presentation. Gail also gathered input on ways UGB changes could occur without triggering a 
land use action. Robert is incorporating the new information into the stewardship plan. 
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Administrative Boundaries FIT meeting 
Gail summarized the discussion about reviewing and updating the vast Framework. Each 
“layer” is referred to as an element. She told everyone that the Planning WG (us) has already 
made good progress on this effort. 
 
Updating and Refining Planning Framework 
Gail did not have time to generate a summary table of changes based on last meeting’s 
discussion. She will do that soon and post it to the list for comments. When we get a final 
version, we will provide it to Chad C, as Chair of the Admin Bnds FIT. At some point, Bob will 
update the Framework database. 
 
Robert’s research indicates we have most of the comp plan data. We need to forge a common 
designation table, which would be similar to the zoning effort. Suggest checking with Metro 
(Zac or Dennis) to see how Metro has handled comp plans. LCOG has an integrated comp 
plan map but is not the data owner. A reasonable goal is to boil them down to about 20 
designations. 
 Action:  Gail will post summary of changes for comment. Gail will contact Metro re 
comp plan integration. Bill will check on sharing integrated comp plan map data. Robert will 
do additional research on existing holdings. 
 
The meeting was adjourned. 


